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Abstract
This presentation will review a research project in progress on digital collection development policies (policies regarding the selection criteria for rare and unique archival photographs, manuscripts, rare books, and born-digital items) to be digitized and published in an open-access digital library. The analysis of digital collection development policies addresses how cultural heritage institutions are justifying digitization activities and responding to the question: “What is worth doing over time?”

Since the explosion of digitization and online dissemination of archival materials in the early 1990s, library and archives staff have been charged with digital collection development responsibilities. The ever-growing amount of archival material necessitates hard decisions. Much has changed in the digitization landscape since the publication of the first foundational model for digital collection development policies was published by the Council on Library and Information Resources in 1998, and since the seminal publication by Ooghe and Moreels (2009) that identified essential digital collection selection criteria.

This research project is an investigation into the current state of digital collection development policies including how many organizations have digital collection development policies, what criteria they use to identify collections, and how the policies are managed and implemented. The initial phase of the research involves coding over 50 publicly available digital collection development policies according to selection criteria. The second phase will entail a broadly distributed survey on digital collection development policies. This presentation will report on the current state of the project, the challenges of coding, and findings from coding a subset of available policies.
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